
Gracia Albuhaire's Certificate In Journalism 

This is my certificate for a degree in journalism. I graduated with a degree in journalism in 1954.
The faculty of journalism was temporarily closed then; there weren't many newspapers and radio
stations, there was no TV, but there were quite a lot of people who enrolled and graduated in
journalism. A decree was passed, saying that all the people who were employed as journalists were
obliged to have a higher educational degree. As there were many editors-in-chief and department
directors who had no degree, a class was formed by the Central House of journalists with people
who didn't match the criteria. They passed a qualification course there, at the end of which they
got official diplomas, authorizing them to practice their profession. So, I joined the class with my
editor's recommendation letter. That's how I graduated in journalism with the same professors who
taught at the university. When I came to Sofia I first began working in the Voluntary Auxiliary
Defense Organization (V.A.D.O.) at the Ministry of Defense. It was a school for radiotelegraphic
operators, parachutists, and motorcyclists. I was there for some six years and in charge of the radio
programs. Then I was redirected to the military editors of Radio Sofia and our programs were
broadcast from there. The programs were dedicated to different competitions in yachting,
parachuting, and to various club activities; to the work of the V.A.D.O. in different enterprises. At
that time Kamen Roussev, a senior lieutenant, was the editor-in-chief. I didn't get on well with him
at all. I was inexperienced at the very beginning of my career as a journalist and he was constantly
making remarks to me. Then I switched over to working in the 'Internal Information' department of
the radio. I traveled around plants and factories and made a lot of interviews and articles about
them reflecting on various problems. Now most of those enterprises are destroyed and it makes
me feel really sad. Those were highly esteemed enterprises, which had worldwide export.
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